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PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 

 

Over many centuries French shepherds have employed the PMD to guard their flocks. These 

shepherds were poor subsistence farmers who couldn't afford to loose any of their sheep to 

predators, so the dogs had to be fit for the function of  driving away  bears and wolves. Only the 

strongest and best dogs were bred from, no passengers were kept. So a type of dog evolved that 

fulfilled that function. An athletic and agile  dog who could manoeuvre at speed over rough terrain 

at high altitude, having strength speed, stamina, and endurance. They developed  powerful 

hindquarters, strong shoulders good length of leg and a balanced profile with a rectangular body. A 

long coarse outer coat protects the dog from steady rainfall  on the mountains. There is a clearly 

defined correct head type. In recent times breeders have forsaken this correct type of dog and have 

bred dogs  with an assortment of features which aren't functionally correct which is why the breed 

now finds itself listed as Category 2 of KC breed watch; it is listed as having weak hindquarters, weak 

hocks and being overweight, all undesirable in a working pastoral breed.  The correct type  of dogs 

are in a minority in this country and are  referred to  by such phrases as  "the continental type", and 

"a different type" by some show commentators - suggesting that the correct dogs that have evolved 

over the centuries are incorrect. The Kennel Club mantra, 'Fit For Function', requires judges to look 

for and reward only the physical properties that allow the dogs to fulfil their original function. but 

few of the  correct working type of PMD are being recognised in this country. I was impressed by the 

temperaments of all the dogs, all quietly confidence  with no nervousness. The dogs were all  clean, 

well presented and in good condition. Better handling would have helped me to make a better 

assessment of the movement in some cases.  

 

JD/B (2) 1 Savage's Vi'skaly's Lilla My At Kington (Imp Swe). A young bitch of 17 months who is still 

developing. In profile her head is feminine and attractive. Her skull is gently curved, her muzzle is in 

correct proportion to her skull; with nice tight lips. Good placement of  ears. A nicely proportioned 

neck flowing into a good topline. Her shoulder and hind angulations are balanced. Her rear pasterns 

are of good length and she has strong hocks. Sound and balanced when moving, just needing more 

muscletone. Her body lacks the elegance which I found in her head. She needs more length of body 

and a little more bone. Her tuck up isn't as defined as I would like. Although tuck-up is more defined 

in a male, a young bitch should have it too. This compromises her on type a little. BB. 2 Carter's 

Casabear Moon Beam. For a  bitch of  just 12 months she is too heavy and deep in body and has too 

much bone. She has a rectangular body but its depth is not proportionate to her leg length. Correct 



body to leg proportions are fundamental to the working ability of the PMD. She stands square in 

front with correct  width of chest. When  moving she does not hold a level topline, suggesting an 

imbalance between her front and rear angulations. As she does not have the powerful hindquarters 

that the breed standard requires, she does not have rear drive. Her head lacks gentle curves and 

therefore feminine elegance. With incorrect skull to muzzle proportions  and no fill beneath her eyes 

her head does not form the correct blunt V-shape when viewed from above. She has tight  lips and 

correct eye colour and shape and  good pigmentation.  

 

PGD/B (4, 1) 1 Maggs' Vi'skaly's In The Fast Lane Of Dewyche (Imp Swe). A dog of 18 months, the son 

of my BOB.  He has  strong hind quarters with rear pasterns of good length, a stifle of good angle and  

broad  hocks. This gives him the  correct physical structure to generate the strength, power and 

speed these dogs require. I liked the way he drives off his hocks. He has good front  angulation  

which is in balance with his rear angulation. This  reflects in his balanced and typical gait. When you 

add in his correct body proportions and defined tuck-up this picture of elegance is created which the 

breed standard specifies. He has nice compact feet. His masculine head has correct head planes and 

moulded contours. His expression is typical especially with his defined Pyrenean smile. 

Unfortunately, his bite isn't correct and I did take this into consideration, but as he is of such good 

type and has such good conformation, I was happy to make him RBD. I would like to complement his 

owner on his fitness and muscle-tone. 2 Carter's Jumicar Ice Warrior. This dog is lacking in elegance. 

His outline does not flow as his body proportions are not in balance. His body is rectangular and with 

good tuck-up but is a little too deep and he is lacking in bone. He needs more length of leg and 

longer rear pasterns. Both his front and hind angulations are reasonable and he does have a good 

front with the correct amount of depth and width of chest and he stands square and parallel on his 

front legs. With short pasterns and weak hocks he does not have the required strength in his hind 

quarters. He doesn't have the elegance of carriage that defines Pyrenean movement. His top coat 

lacks the necessary coarse texture. His head lacks type. He doesn't have enough fill below his eyes 

and his skull is rounded: it should be gently curved. He does have nice tight lips but his muzzle shape 

could be better and overall he doesn't have the  typical expression. 3 Carter's Jumicar Snow Blizzard.  

 

OD (4, 1) 1 Savage's Fr/Sw Ch Vi'skaly's Harry Honda At Kington (Imp Swe). A dog  illustrating the 

required functionality of this pastoral breed. The ideal balance of his body to leg proportions gives 

elegance to his outline. With correct angles of stifle and hock, and good length of rear pastern, he 

has strong and balanced hindquarters.  This is matched by an equally good forehand, and with such 

balance he moves with the typical Pyrenean gait. His head and neck are nicely set on which adds to  



a flowing profile. He has a correctly moulded elegant head. His skull has the correct curved shape, he 

has ideal fill below his kind, dark amber-brown, almond-shaped eyes, and that defining Pyrenean 

smile. His coarse outer coat is one of the best examples of a coat fit for function that I have seen. No 

dog is perfect and a little more muscle-tone and a  more profuse mane around his neck would add a 

little more. He appears not  to particularly enjoy being a show dog. This is perfectly acceptable as 

show presence and performance shouldn't rule over  the requirements of the breed to be fit for 

function. The show ring is very far removed from this breeds' working environment. How the dog 

would operate in its working environment should be the overriding criteria. BD. BOB. 2 Salter's 

Kricarno Kookie. This dog has the correct amount of both body and bone giving him just the right 

amount of substance. He is  a strong  masculine dog. His body is the correct rectangular shape with a 

well defined tuck-up. and the balance of his body to leg proportions are good. As well as good length 

of leg he has good length to his  rear pasterns  and strong hocks giving him powerful hindquarters. 

He has well angulated shoulders. Good to see a nicely defined crook to his tail. But he lacks overall 

elegance in his outline which just doesn't flow and his  topline falls away too steeply. A masculine, 

but slightly coarse head which lacks fill below the eyes and the moulded contours. His skull is 

rounded, it should be curved, and  his stop is too defined. He has tight lips and  correct eye colour 

and shape. As he was pulling his handler around when moving he was unbalanced and leaning 

throughout and I didn't get a straight line so I found assessment difficult. Narrowness in front was 

clearly evident as he was moving towards me. 3 Carter's Jumicar Snow Blizzard. 

 

Sian Meredith 


